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The so-called Split Morphology Hypothesis (e.g. Anderson, 1992; Perlmutter, 1988) argues 

for a strict division of labour between derivation as word construction and inflection as a 

syntactic process. Under the Split Morphology Hypothesis, plurals are considered to belong to 

inflectional morphology (Anderson, 1992). Inflectional morphology is obligatory, shows 

agreement, cannot occur word-internally, can be unlimited applied, has a relatively abstract 

meaning, is expressed at the word periphery, and has no change of word class nor can it be 

iterable (Anderson, 1992). However, there is evidence that no sharp cut between derivation 

and inflection exists, but that the distinction is rather gradient. For instance, it has been argued 

that plurals can have derivational as well as inflectional properties, or that they belong to 

inherent inflection, which is between derivation and contextual derivation (Booij, 1995). 

Somali belongs to the Cushitic branch, which is known for the derivational character of 

the plural. The main argument for regarding Cushitic plurals as derivational is that the plural 

can be formed in different ways and a lexeme may be pluralized in different ways (1). 

(1)   singular plural  gloss 

a. laáb  laab-ó  ‘chests’ 

b. wadád  wadaaddó ‘bigots’ 

c. laan  laam-ó  ‘branches’ 

d. ʃeekó  ʃeeko-óyin ‘stories’ 

e. aabbé  abba-yaál ‘fathers’ 

f.  kóob  koob-áb ‘cups’ 

g. niman  niman-yow ‘groups of men’ 

h. wáalid  waalid-iin ‘parents’ 

i. úgax  ugx-áan ‘eggs’ 

Another very productive plural suffix is -Có, which shows a certain pattern of allomorphy, 

shown in Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. 



Besides these suffixation patterns, we also find reduplication  laab laaláb ‘curves’, 

transfixation qábri qubuúr ‘graves’, and accent alternation mádaħ  madáħ ‘heads’.  

These fourteen plural morphemes differ from each other in a number of ways. First, 

their selection may be phonology-driven and/or semantically driven. Secondly, the plural 

morphemes vary in the stem alternations they cause. Besides, some morphemes are limited in 

their application, whereas others are productively used. Finally, the plural morphemes differ 

in whether they are peripheral or not and in cumulativity. Lecarme (2002) notices that in 

Somali, the plural also has some inflectional properties. This observation will serve as a case 

study of the derivational and the inflectional properties of the Somali plural. We will see that 

the contrastive character of individual plural morphemes is source of the fact  that the plural 

class is not homogeneous derivational. I will claim that Somali plurals are best understood if 

each single plural morpheme is individually evaluated for derivation and inflection. 

Consequently, the plural as a class occupies a broad range on the derivation-inflection 

continuum. 
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